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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Anesthesiologists integrate numerous variables to determine an opioid dose that 
manages patient nociception and pain while minimizing adverse effects. Clinical dashboards that 
enable physicians to compare themselves to their peers can reduce unnecessary variation in 
patient care and improve outcomes. However, due to the complexity of anesthetic dosing 
decisions, comparative visualizations of opioid-use patterns are complicated by case-mix 
differences between providers. 
 
Objectives: This single-institution case-study describes the development of a pediatric 
anesthesia dashboard and demonstrates how advanced computational techniques can facilitate 
nuanced normalization techniques, enabling meaningful comparisons of complex clinical data. 
 
Methods: We engaged perioperative-care stakeholders at a tertiary care pediatric hospital to 
determine patient and surgical variables relevant to anesthesia decision-making and to identify 
end-user requirements for an opioid-use visualization tool. Case data were extracted, aggregated, 
and standardized. We performed multivariable machine learning to identify and understand key 
variables. We integrated interview findings and computational algorithms into an interactive 
dashboard with normalized comparisons, followed by an iterative process of improvement and 
implementation. 
 
Results: The dashboard design process identified two mechanisms—interactive data filtration 
and machine-learning-based normalization—that enable rigorous monitoring of opioid utilization 
with meaningful case-mix adjustment. When deployed with real data encompassing 24,332 
surgical cases, our dashboard identified both high and low opioid-use outliers with associated 
clinical outcomes data. 
 
Conclusions: A tool that gives anesthesiologists timely data on their practice patterns while 
adjusting for case-mix differences empowers physicians to track changes and variation in opioid 
administration over time. Such a tool can successfully trigger conversation amongst stakeholders 
in support of continuous improvement efforts. Clinical analytics dashboards can enable 
physicians to better understand their practice and provide motivation to change behavior, 
ultimately addressing unnecessary variation in high impact medication use and minimizing 
adverse effects. 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Anesthesiology, Clinical Decision Support, Clinical Informatics Systems, Pediatrics, 
Machine Learning 
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1. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 

Opioids are a mainstay of perioperative pain management in children.1,2 Appropriate 
opioid utilization requires a balance between managing acute pain perioperatively while 
minimizing risk of opioid-related adverse effects.3 This balance is particularly challenging for 
the pediatric population, which encompasses a range of weights and developmental stages.4  

In addition to the immediate risks of postoperative nausea and vomiting, high-dose opioid 
regimens during surgery contribute to higher pain scores at 24 hours postoperatively and are 
associated with worse long-term outcomes for some surgeries.3,5–7 Furthermore, minimizing 
unnecessary variation in perioperative opioid use may reduce the risk of persistent opioid use 
after surgery, which was recently estimated to have a 5% prevalence amongst pediatric surgical 
patients.8,9 

Multimodal perioperative analgesia presents an opportunity to optimize pain management 
while maintaining or improving outcomes. Regional anesthesia (e.g. peripheral nerve blocks and 
neuraxial blocks) and non-opioid adjuncts such as acetaminophen and nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) can improve analgesia by targeting different pain mechanisms, 
thus minimizing opioids’ dose-dependent adverse effects.10–12 Some hospitals have successfully 
promoted such alternatives to optimize opioid utilization without compromising quality of care.13 
While nerve-blocks and other analgesic alternatives are effective for many types of surgeries, 
integration of these alternatives into practice has been variable.14 Moreover, even after 
accounting for demographic and surgical variables expected to influence opioid utilization 
(including differences in multimodal analgesia), recent evidence suggests there remains 
significant unexplained intra- and inter-institutional opioid-use variability. Moreover, even after 
accounting for demographic and surgical variables expected to influence opioid utilization 
(including differences in multimodal analgesia), a recent study of adult perioperative opioid 
utilization suggests there remains significant unexplained intra- and inter-institutional 
variability;15 Given the aforementioned added complexity of pediatric patients' weight and 
developmental stages, this variability is likely present to an equal or greater degree for pediatric 
anesthesia. 

Given the drive to reduce unnecessary variation in opioid use and the opportunities 
presented by alternative analgesics, the perioperative care team is poised to develop clinical- and 
systems-based interventions; however, various barriers need to be addressed to understand and 
implement interventions effectively. Our ability to drive change in anesthesiologists’ opioid 
utilization depends on awareness of current and historical usage trends. Many hospitals lack 
ready access to these objective measures. Currently for physicians, reviewing opioid use for 
historic cases involves a laborious process of manually accessing and analyzing patient charts. 
This is further complicated by differences in opioid requirements based on procedure type and 
patient demographics. To effectively guide clinical practice, anesthesiologists and managers need 
timely and accessible data that enable relevant comparisons while accounting for case-mix 
differences. 

A perioperative opioid analytics dashboard is a promising solution to this challenge. 
Hospital dashboards are increasingly being adopted as a valuable addition to traditional 
electronic health record (EHR) systems, as they enable display of previously disparate data on a 
single platform, standardizing and summarizing clinical trends in easy-to-process 
visualizations.16 As a result, dashboards can assist provider-level decision-making and manager-
level continuous monitoring of quality of care. They also may be effective in reducing 

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/IitK+kPtj
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/sANda
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/GYWj
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/sANda+0JZtS+fWOQ3+u87c6
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/JiHYe+9TOOx
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/rkxGY+iPENM+4HB3r
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/WEAWk
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/fpDik
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/DQ06
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/rzO7N
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unnecessary variation in clinical practice and achieving sustainable quality improvement (QI) 
initiatives, which require real-time data collection and interpretable, timely feedback.17–20  

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/ztiL+SFKdi+jP1ax+QESxP
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2. OBJECTIVE 
 
In this study, our team endeavored to design a dashboard with meaningful comparisons of 

a multivariable-dependent clinical decision-making metric: pediatric anesthetics. Through 
stakeholder interviews and an iterative development process, we identified and refined 
computational techniques to enable clinically meaningful, normalized comparisons of our 
anesthesiology division’s system-wide and provider-level perioperative opioid-utilization 
patterns. This manuscript describes the design and development of this perioperative opioid 
analytics dashboard. 
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3. METHODS 
 

To design an opioid-use dashboard with clinically meaningful comparisons, we followed 
four stages (Figure 1). First, we interviewed perioperative stakeholders to select relevant 
variables that may influence opioid dosing, identify key perioperative patient outcomes, and 
determine overall dashboard needs and design specifications. Second, we extracted, cleaned, 
aggregated, and standardized data for all outpatient surgeries between May 4, 2014, and August 
31, 2019. Third, we implemented select univariable analyses and multivariable machine learning 
to identify and understand key variables and relationships. Finally, we integrated these findings 
and algorithms to design an interactive dashboard with normalized comparisons, followed by an 
iterative process of improvement and implementation. 

This quality improvement initiative to reduce unnecessary variation in opioid use was 
reviewed by Stanford’s Research Compliance Office and exempted from formal IRB review.  

 
3.1 Interviews  

Semi-structured interviews were conducted to inform dashboard design considerations 
and to identify variables relevant to perioperative opioid use. For interviewee selection, project 
sponsors identified perioperative leaders including practicing and managing anesthesiologists, 
surgeons, pharmacists, post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) nurses, hospital data analysts, and child 
life specialists. 

One team member led the interviews while other members typed detailed notes. A team-
designed script included standardized questions used across all interviews to prompt discussion. 
Interview notes were coded by the group to inductively identify project and dashboard goals. 
Qualitative interview data was aggregated and synthesized, and summary tables were used to 
identify project goals and their relative importance for each stakeholder group.  

 
3.2 Data procurement, processing, and cohort selection  

Our institution is a tertiary care academic pediatric hospital that performs ~5,000 
outpatient surgeries per year. Data for all outpatient surgeries during the 5.33-year study period 
was extracted from the Epic EHR (Verona, WI). Both intraoperative data as well as post-
anesthesia care unit (PACU) data were included. Queries from multiple sources were combined 
by unique case identification numbers to create a final data set that included case details (date, 
surgery department, American Society of Anesthesiologists [ASA] physical status classification, 
anesthesiologist, surgeon), patient information (age, weight), surgery details (primary procedure, 
anesthesia duration, surgery duration), PACU details (length of stay, pain scores), and 
intraoperative and PACU analgesia details (amount and type of opioid, absence or presence of 
regional anesthesia, absence or presence of opioid infusion, absence or presence of naloxone, 
amount of naloxone if used).  

All perioperative opioid medications were converted to oral morphine equivalent units 
(MEU) using standard equivalency coefficients to determine total opioid received 
intraoperatively and in the PACU, respectively.21 Cases with missing or invalid procedure 
duration or anesthesia duration due to missing or invalid start/stop times were excluded from 
analysis. Additionally, cases were excluded if they included the use of remifentanil, an ultra-
short acting opioid with a high relative potency that would skew the total calculations of 
intraoperative MEU. Dataset merging, processing, and cleaning were completed with the dplyr 
package of R Version 1.2.5001.  

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/TIKK4
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Similar common primary procedures with differing names were grouped for future 
dashboard usability: We selected the top 20 procedures per service line to pare down 1,014 
unique procedure types to 230. From there, procedures were manually grouped into a list of 167 
procedures.  

Anesthesiologist identities were anonymized using a unique and secure key for privacy 
and to minimize potential bias during analysis. 
 
3.3 Data analysis and machine learning 

Mean intraoperative and PACU MEU were compared by surgical service and primary 
procedure type. To further characterize the effects of different variables on opioid administration, 
machine learning was used to normalize for all available variables simultaneously. This was 
accomplished via comparison of MEU per case “observed” and the amount “expected,” an 
algorithmic prediction for each case that integrates all available case data (e.g. patient weight, 
procedure duration, and service; see Table S1 for complete list). 

Specifically, we implemented a random forest machine learning model using the 
randomForest R package. Of the two linear models (lasso and ridge regression) and six machine 
learning models (least angle regression, elastic net, regression trees, random forest, gradient 
boosting and XGBoost) considered and tested,22 random forest and gradient boosting 
demonstrated the best performance. Gradient boosting had a marginally better R² but took more 
than 10x longer to train relative to random forest, hence our choice to proceed with the 
randomForest package for dashboard data visualizations.  

Intraoperative and PACU MEU were combined to determine a total “observed” MEU for 
each case. We removed 13 high outliers (0.05% of all data) that were above 50 total MEU. Cases 
from May 2014 to December 2018 were designated as training data to optimally tune the random 
forest algorithm. The training/test sets were split chronologically because we wanted dashboard 
visualizations with untrained, machine learning predictions for the recent data most relevant to 
current clinicians. 

The random forest was trained with 1000 trees to prevent data overfitting. Model 
optimization was achieved via minimization of the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the 
“expected” and “observed” MEU per case. Because the randomForest package can only process 
categorical variables with up to 53 unique values, for the primary procedure and surgeon 
variables the top 52 most common were kept while the remaining were labeled as “other” to 
create “reduced” features. The final formula for machine learning was total MEU for each case 
as predicted by patient age, patient weight, procedure duration, “reduced” procedure type, 
service (surgical department), “reduced” operating surgeon, ASA classification, and presence of 
intraoperative nerve-block. The model tracked the percent importance of each variable with 
respect to RMSE reduction for the training data. “Expected” dose predictions for cases in 2019 
were used to calculate final R² and were used for subsequent dashboard visualizations. 
 
3.4 Dashboard development  

The iterative dashboard design process integrated continuous stakeholder feedback. 
Because the dashboard's end-users include practicing and managing anesthesiologists, we 
organized individual and group feedback sessions with four anesthesiologists from the interview 
process, including the chief of pediatric anesthesiology. Initial mock-ups were depicted with 
Microsoft PowerPoint, while all working dashboard versions were developed and iterated upon 
using Tableau Desktop 2020.1 (Seattle, WA, USA). 

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/aDgj
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Case-mix control with interactive data filtration  

For interactive data filtration, the dashboard utilizes Tableau’s built-in functionality. 
Drop-down menus enable users to visualize metrics from specified rows of the dataset by 
selecting specific values or a range of values for categorical and continuous metrics, 
respectively. Specific parameter options were selected based on anesthesiologists' needs, as 
identified during interviews. For comparisons between subsets of the data and the general data 
set, Tableau’s data parameter feature enables overlay graphing.  
 
Case-mix control with machine learning  

Following regression analysis, the “expected” and “observed” MEUs could be compared 
for each case in 2019 to enable comparisons between providers. We applied two analytical 
techniques to the results: 1) An “index” for each provider was calculated by summing all of an 
individual provider’s “observed” MEUs for their 2019 cases and dividing this value by the sum 
of all their “expected” MEUs, and 2) A residual for each case was calculated by taking the 
difference between “observed” and “expected” MEU.  
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4. RESULTS 
 
4.1 Interviews  

We conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with stakeholders, all of which indicated 
substantial interest in a tool to enhance understanding of perioperative opioid administration 
patterns. Inductive coding of interview notes enabled identification of key data visualization 
needs and corresponding dashboard design implications. The distinct needs and design 
specifications were cataloged for each primary stakeholder group, each of which emphasized 
specific aspects for a dashboard (Table 1).  

The needs identified and associated design solutions were: 1) Understanding the 
distribution of opioid use with histograms, 2) Understanding historical trends of opioid use as a 
time series, 3) Understanding and visualizing outcomes (e.g. pain scores) in the PACU, in 
relation to opioid use, and 4) Ensuring long-term integration and sustainability of the dashboard 
into our institution’s perioperative QI and analytics workflows. 
 
4.2 Data overview  

After exclusion criteria, 24,332 outpatient surgeries over 5.33 years (4,565 cases per year 
on average) were included in the dashboard. These surgeries encompassed 23 surgical 
departments, over 1,000 unique primary procedures, and 71 anesthesiologists. EHR data was 
validated with data visualizations in R and manual audits. 

Median age and weight for patients receiving surgery were 7.56 (interquartile range 
[IQR]: 3.56 to 13.19 years) and 25.3 kilograms (IQR: 15.1 to 49.2 kg), respectively. There were 
14,309 (58.8%) cases with a male patient. Median surgery duration was 0.55 hours (IQR: 0.28 to 
1.03 hours), while median PACU length of stay was 1.52 hours (IQR: 1.15 to 1.97 hours) with a 
median maximum pain score on the numerical rating scale (NRS) of 0.00 (IQR: 0.00 to 5.00) 
(Table 2). 
 
4.3 Data analysis and machine learning 
Data analysis 

When comparing MEU kg-1 case-1, we found a wide range of opioid utilization by service 
line and procedure type. Across services, mean MEU kg-1 case-1 ranged from 0.06 to 1.75 times 
the overall mean, with departments involving orthopedic or gynecologic operations generally 
receiving more opioids (Figure 2). The intraoperative to PACU utilization ratio also varied by 
service line, with some services such as cardiology and interventional radiology almost 
exclusively using intraoperative opioids (with no PACU opioid administration), and other 
services such as otolaryngology and orthopedics having ~15% of overall MEU kg-1 case-1 
administered in the PACU. We also observed variability among primary procedures within a 
department. These initial data visualizations emphasized the importance of case-mix control 
when comparing providers to their peers. 

 
Machine learning 

When trained on the 2014 to 2018 cases (18,793 observations, 85.6% of cohort) and then 
tested on the 2019 data (3,154 observations, 14.4% of cohort), the random forest model achieved 
an R² of 54.0%. 

For the 2014-2018 data trained with the random forest model, the training process tracks 
which variables are most important for reducing the root mean squared error. Our model found 
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that procedure duration, patient weight, and type of primary procedure were most predictive of 
total MEU (Table S1). 
 
4.4 Dashboard development 

One focus was determining what level of anonymity would best balance transparency and 
provider privacy. During the iterative design process, our team’s managing anesthesiologists 
decided against implementing a name-based ranking system, in which each anesthesiologist 
would be identifiable to others in their department. To prevent dashboard users from determining 
opioid-use details of specific peers by using narrow date and case detail filtration, for some of 
the dashboard’s data stratification features visualization was only available if at least 10 cases 
met filtration criteria. Furthermore, two versions—a Managerial Dashboard and a Provider-Level 
Dashboard—were created to provide granularity for managers while streamlining most-relevant 
data for individual anesthesiologists. 
 
Case-mix control with interactive data filtration  

For clinically relevant provider-level comparisons that account for variable case-mixes, 
the first mechanism implemented was interactive data filtration with drop-down menus. To 
address needs expressed in stakeholder interviews, these menus enable filtration of cases by 
service line, primary procedure, date range, and use of regional anesthesia. 

This allows an anesthesiologist to compare his or her statistics to peers in their 
department, or more specifically to peers performing the same primary procedure (Figure 3). For 
granular comparison of cases with weight-normalization, the histogram of MEU kg-1 case-1 for 
all of an individual’s cases within the specific filtration criteria can be compared to the combined 
distribution of all other anesthesiologists’ cases meeting the same criteria (Figure 3A). 
Additionally, this filtration offers individual-to-peer comparisons for relevant outcomes, such as 
PACU length of stay and PACU pain score distributions (Figure 3B and 3C). 

By simultaneously accounting for two important variables in anesthetic decision-making 
(patient weight and procedure type), much of the expected and necessary opioid dose variation is 
normalized, allowing for more meaningful comparisons between providers. Figure 3 
demonstrates this utility via a pair of two provider-to-peer comparisons: Provider A observes 
that, on average relative to their peers providing anesthesia for the same surgery, their patients 
receive more MEU per kilogram per tonsillectomy, have below average PACU pain scores, and 
have above average PACU length of stay; by comparison, Provider B’s patients have similarly 
below average pain scores but average PACU length of stay, despite a much lower opioid 
utilization. 
 
Case-mix control with machine learning 

By comparing machine-learning-normalized “expected” opioid administration for a given 
case (accounting for all available variables) to the “observed” value for that case across all case 
data in 2019, we calculated an observed to expected “index” for each provider, thus showing 
providers’ opioid utilization relative to their colleagues while accounting for variation in case-
mix (Figure 4). For the Provider-Level Dashboard, we chose to present this machine-learning-
normalized, department-wide comparison in quintiles, so that an individual provider can see 
which quintile they fall into relative to their peers. 

The distribution of each provider index across the anesthesiology department enabled the 
identification of anesthesiologists who used more or less MEU than would be expected given 
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their unique case mix (representing high and low outliers, respectively). Additionally, both 
individuals and managers can “drill down” into cases with high or low residual values, study 
case details, and look for patterns. This regression-based outlier identification system generated 
conversation amongst managing anesthesiologists and provided opportunities for learning from 
historical data to enhance continuous QI initiatives.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
 

We describe the design and implementation of a clinical dashboard to visualize opioid 
administration in the pediatric perioperative setting. To realize the goal of a learning healthcare 
system, clinical dashboards can make data more accessible and easily interpretable for 
stakeholders, drive positive behavior changes in users, and ultimately improve patient 
outcomes.16–18,23 Although significant amounts of clinical data have been collected in EHR 
systems, aggregation and visualization often require advanced data analytics skills and are 
complicated by case-mix differences between providers.  

Other anesthesia-related clinical dashboards have demonstrated the feasibility and 
positive impact of tracking specific outcome metrics or indicators (e.g. opioid-related adverse 
drug events or substance documentation errors) for anesthesiology safety initiatives.24–29 Few 
dashboards, however, have integrated quantitative analysis of standardized morphine 
equivalents,17,29 and none have demonstrated the feasibility of quantitative, provider-level 
opioid-use comparisons. 

This dashboard can more broadly serve as a framework for other institutions interested in 
comparative data visualizations for multivariable-dependent, clinical decision-making metrics. 
 
5.1 Machine learning normalization  

Although multivariable normalization techniques are not typically implemented in 
clinical support systems, such machine-learning models can reduce noise in the outcome of 
interest by accounting for expected variation, and thus highlight unnecessary or erroneous 
variation in that outcome.23 We used machine learning to identify sources of expected opioid 
variation—such as patient age/weight or procedure type/length—and account for these factors in 
our dashboard; this assures anesthesiologists that differences shown in the dashboard are not due 
to their practice having systematically different patient demographics or procedures relative to 
their peers. 
 
5.2 Understanding significant unexplained variation 

Our machine learning model achieved an R² of 0.54, meaning that while 54% of the 
variation in opioid utilization can be accounted for by expected sources of variation reflected in 
the model, there is still unexplained variation. This R² represents a modest increase relative to a 
previous, multi-institution multivariable linear modeling study of intraoperative opioid use.15 

Mathematical modeling is unable to determine what proportion of the remaining ~50% of 
unexplained variation is due to shortcomings of the multivariable modeling, factors influencing 
opioid dosing unaccounted for in our modeling, or truly due to unnecessary variation in opioid 
utilization by anesthesiologists. Other factors that could influence opioid administration, but that 
were not incorporated into this analysis, include intraoperative vital signs and hemodynamic 
changes, as these may prompt anesthesiologists to assess and modify anesthetics. A dashboard 
highlighting provider-level differences that remain after normalization for the 54% of predictable 
variability offers anesthesiologists a window into the unexplained variation and provides impetus 
to track and improve practices. 
 
5.3 Importance of anonymization for physician privacy  
 Although other dashboards have leveraged the competitive nature of clinicians as a 
means to drive behavior change with non-anonymous ranking systems,18 we chose not to 

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/rzO7N+ztiL+SFKdi+Qvhqd
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/ndX1+d5B3+prOV+MDsK+4vse+WbAa
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/WbAa+ztiL
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/Qvhqd
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/DQ06
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/SFKdi
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disclose provider names. This was in part because the machine-learning normalization technique 
can detect high outliers, which may correspond to overt misuse of opioids or potential opioid 
diversion.30 Thus, due to the sensitive potential of this dashboard, managing anesthesiologists 
felt it was in the best interest of confidentiality to provide practicing anesthesiologists with 
visualizations comparing their practice patterns only with anonymized, aggregated peer data. 
While managers can access the full data to review providers' practice patterns and trends, careful 
steps were taken for the anonymization of provider comparisons to their peers. 
 
5.4 Limitations 

A major limitation that may impede other hospitals from implementing such a dashboard 
is the requirement of a robust information technology infrastructure. While large hospitals 
generally have staff data analysts, smaller hospitals may not have such resources, thus limiting 
generalizability. Additionally, while the dashboard framework we developed in Tableau can be a 
starting point for other settings, it requires familiarity with the software. 

Another limitation of our dashboard lies in the "expected" dose calculations as 
determined by machine-learning with historic, real-world data. Since dosing guidelines are 
typically empirically derived in pediatrics, we calculated an expected MEU dose based on 
historical trends at our institution. Thus, if providers were universally under or over utilizing 
opioids for a procedure, the expected dose would be skewed. However, the value generated by 
this technique can be a baseline for future change, and still assists in normalizing provider-level 
comparisons within our institution. 

Moreover, our team noted that in the machine-learning normalized provider comparison 
(Figure 4), most provider quintiles fell below the "observed = expected" line. We hypothesize 
that this is primarily because the distribution of MEU per case is considerably right skewed and 
because our machine learning algorithm minimizes root mean squared error, which is sensitive to 
high outliers, ultimately leading to "expected" MEU predictions that are on average greater than 
the "observed" MEU values. We had also considered whether this represented an overall 
decreasing trend in opioid use over time between the training data prior to 2019 compared to the 
test data in 2019, but in analyses using different, non-chronological mixes of training sets, the 
majority of providers still fell below the "observed = expected" line. 
 
5.5 Future directions 

A dashboard which analyzes both individual physician and department-wide trends 
surrounding high-impact perioperative medication usage could be a valuable tool for 
implementing and assessing QI initiatives, and thus aid institutions in understanding and 
reducing unnecessary variation in clinical practice. For example, these differences could prompt 
systematically high opioid-use providers to learn from their peers’ effective use of alternative, 
non-opioid analgesics and thereby reduce variation across anesthesia practice. Stronger 
understanding of perioperative opioid utilization will allow better implementation of Enhanced 
Recovery after Surgery (ERAS) protocols, which seek to provide consistent and optimal 
perioperative care to improve quality of recovery, safety, and outcomes.31 Sustainable 
implementation of ERAS requires tracking opioid usage, pain scores, length of stay, and adverse 
outcomes, so a dashboard that can analyze this aggregated data in real time is critical.31 

This dashboard framework has the potential for expansion to other high impact and high-
cost medications, such as cancer therapeutics or recombinant factor replacement agents. 
Medication doses and clinically relevant patient factors influencing dosing are generally more 

https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/IgIg
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/vn3x6
https://paperpile.com/c/UDQUql/vn3x6
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consistently recorded in EHRs for high impact medications, meaning data visualizations 
normalizing for expected variation could reduce noise to enable new clinical insights.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Design and implementation of a clinical dashboard to visualize variation in pediatric 
opioid administration is feasible. Moreover, interactive data filtration and machine learning 
techniques can be used to identify and adjust for factors that may influence opioid utilization, 
enabling meaningful clinical comparisons. The techniques implemented in this dashboard can 
serve as a framework for other institutions seeking comparative data visualizations for 
multivariable-dependent, clinical decision-making metrics. Such a tool enables physicians to 
compare their practice to their peers’ and can thus motivate behavioral change, ultimately 
addressing unnecessary variation in clinical practice and minimizing medication-related adverse 
effects. 
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Clinical Relevance Statement:  
Opioids are high impact medicines with significant side effects but are frequently used in the 
perioperative period. Clinicians lack ways to understand and receive feedback on their opioid-
utilization patterns. By creating an opioid-utilization dashboard with normalized, provider-level 
comparisons, clinicians can work to reduce unnecessary variation in clinical practice, visualize 
usage trends, and ultimately improve patient outcomes. 
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Multiple Choice Questions: 
 
 
1. When considering whether a medication might be suitable for a data-visualization dashboard, 
which of the following is a consideration? 

A. Whether the medication and associated patient and clinical factors are well-documented 
in the electronic health record. 

B. Whether it is critical that physicians determine an optimal medication dose (i.e., when too 
high or too low of a dose leads to negative patient consequences). 

C. Whether the hospital department has clear goals to improve use-patterns of the 
medication. 

D. All of the above. 
 
2. Who should primarily define design-specifications of a clinical dashboard? 

A. Data analysts. 
B. End users. 
C. Patients. 
D. Hospital executives. 

 
3. When designing provider-level utilization comparisons regarding a high-impact perioperative 
medication, why is multi-variable normalization important? 

A. Physicians may have systematic differences in procedure types. 
B. Physicians may have systematic differences in patient age and weights. 
C. Physicians may have systematic differences in case complexity. 
D. All of the above.  
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Figure 1: Overview of the stages of development in building an opioid-utilization dashboard 
with clinically meaningful comparisons. 
 

 
EHR, electronic health record. 
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Figure 2: Stacked bar graph of oral morphine equivalent units (MEU) per kg per case by service 
line in the operating room (intraoperatively) and post anesthesia recovery unit (PACU). 
 

 
MEU, oral morphine equivalent units; kg, kilogram; PACU, post anesthesia care unit.  
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Figure 3: In the Provider Tab, we implement case-mix adjustment via interactive data filtration 
by any combination of anesthesiologist, primary procedure, service, date, and regional 
anesthesia. This mechanism allows clinically meaningful comparisons of individual providers to 
their peers: 3A) Histograms compare spotlighted provider (yellow) to peers’ (green) morphine 
equivalent units (MEU) per kilogram per tonsillectomy cases; 3B) Box and whisker plots 
compare tonsillectomy post anesthesia recovery unit (PACU) discharge time for spotlighted 
provider’s patients (above) to peers’ patients ; 3C) Heat maps (blue = 0/10 pain, red = 10/10 
pain) compare PACU first conscious and max tonsillectomy pain scores of spotlighted provider’s 
patients (above) to their peers’ patients. 

  

 
MEU, oral morphine equivalent units; kg, kilogram; PACU, post anesthesia care unit; hrs, hours.  
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Figure 4: Algorithmic case-mix adjustment enables visualization and comparison of an 
individual provider’s normalized opioid-utilization “index,” which is equal to the total sum of 
observed utilization divided by the total sum of machine-learning expected predictions given 
case details. 
 

 
MEU, oral morphine equivalent units; Obs, observed; Exp, expected.  
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Table 1: Findings from qualitative, inductive analysis of semi-structured interviews with 16 
stakeholders directly or indirectly involved with pediatric perioperative care. 
 

Stakeholder Needs Design implications 

Managing 
anesthesiologists 

– To compare variation between 
anesthesiologists 

– To quantify impact of 
interventions 

– Comparisons that account for 
differences in case mix 

– Track practice relative to 
outcomes over time 

Practicing 
anesthesiologists 

– To compare their practice to 
general distribution 

– To connect practice 
to outcomes 

– Comparisons that account for 
differences in case mix 

– Anonymization 
– Graph axes relating opioid-use 

patterns to patient outcomes 

Surgeons – To understand patient outcome 
patterns for nausea and vomiting 

– Analysis and visualization of anti-
nausea and naloxone medication 

patterns 

Data analysts for 
anesthesia department 

– A tool that is easy to update  
and maintain 

– Code that is streamlined  
and well commented 

PACU nurses – Visualization of first-conscious 
pain score (FCPS) distributions – Compare FCPS by provider 

PACU, post-anesthesia care unit; FCPS, first-conscious pain score. 
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Table 2: Overview of outpatient surgical cases in the final case cohort. 
 

 Data Summary 

 Hospital overview  

       Total outpatient procedures 24,332 

       Total years encompassed 5.33 

       Anesthesiologists 71 

       Services (surgery dept.) 23 

       Primary procedure types (before grouping) 1,014 

       Primary procedure types (post-grouping) 160 

 Patient Characteristics for the included cases  

       Patient age (years; median and IQR) 7.56 [3.56-13.19] 

       Patient weight (kilograms; median and IQR) 25.3 [15.1-49.2] 

       Patient gender (# male cases, percent male 
cases) 14,309 [58.8%] 

 Case Overview  

       Duration of surgery (hours; median & IQR) 0.55 [0.28-1.03] 

       ASA class distribution (class; percent) I: 32.5%, II: 45.8%, III: 21.2%, IV: 
0.5% 

       PACU length of stay (hours; median & IQR) 1.52 [1.15 - 1.97] 

       Max PACU pain score (NRS; median & IQR) 0.00 [0.00 - 5.00] 
IQR, interquartile range; ASA rating, American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical 
status classification system rating; PACU, post-anesthesia care unit; NRS, numerical rating 
scale. 
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Table S1: For case-mix normalization with machine learning, a multivariable random forest 
model was trained to generate "expected" MEU predictions for each surgical case. Table S1 
presents all parameters included in this modeling and compares each parameter's relative 
influence upon intraoperative opioid utilization, as determined by the algorithm's optimal 
minimization of root mean squared error (RMSE). Other factors that could influence opioid 
administration, but that were not incorporated into this analysis, include intraoperative vital signs 
and hemodynamic changes. 
 

 Parameter Data type 
Relative importance 

with respect to RMSE 
reduction 

 Procedure duration (hours) Numerical 124.4 

 Patient weight (kilograms) Numerical 90.1 

 Primary procedure (52 categories + "other") Categorical 74.8 

 Primary surgeon (52 most common + "other") Categorical 55.7 

 Patient age (years)  Numerical 55.3 

 Surgical service Categorical 55.1 

 Presence of intraoperative nerve block Categorical 46.7 

 ASA classification  Categorical 24.0 

RMSE, root mean squared error; ASA classification, American Society of Anesthesiologists 
physical status classification system rating. 


